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Who are the ancient astronauts? Why did they first come to Earth? Why are they returning now?

What part did they play in building the great monuments of antiquity? What part did they play in the

formation of present and earlier civilizations? With what other beings do we share our universe?

And where does the Earth fit into the cosmic scheme of things? Almost twenty years of experimental

work with telepathy led to the "breakthrough" contact recorded in this book. The Ra Material is an

account not only of the events leading up to this contact, but of over 200 pages of verbatim

transcripts of each and every conversation!
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I just finished the Ra Material. The contact and the wisdom the world needs for now. Great work! --

Andrija Puharich, Letter, 07-07-1981

Don Elkins was born in Louisville, KY, in 1930. He holds 4 university degrees. He has taught

Mechanical Engineering and Physics. In 1965 he left his teaching in ordeer to give himself more

time for the research that he pursued all of his adult life, one result of which is this book. He became

a 727 Captain for a major airline. DOn ELkins died on November 7, 1984.

I was skeptical at first about this material until I heard about it on the Gaia TV Series Cosmic

Disclosure and then checked it out. BTW Cosmic Disclosure is a series of interviews from a whistle



blower regarding our Secret Space Program that has been hidden via the United States Military

Industrial Complex. That insider has being working directly with one of the individual entities known

as Ra Tier Er and this books represents information from that group's social memory complex. The

information provided is from a very loving and benign higher consciousness. The lessons/teachings

with in these few pages are understanding that goes far beyond our modern understandings of

sciences (laws of the universe), the history of our planetary spheres, the history of the human race,

why they visited the Egyptians, what the pyramids do, and most importantly what is ascension and

the harvest. This book even talks about who/what Jesus really was and the true meaning of the

second coming. Even the Bigfoot species was explained! And all the information rung true in my

heart. This book is life changing. These are the teachings that have been distorted, kept secret from

the masses and used against us by those in service to self. To read this book is to know what the

Illuminati knows. May we use this knowledge to set ourselves free.

For the first 25 years of my life, I was a hardcore atheist that hated all religion and didn't know that

spirituality existed outside of it. These books completely changed that.I'm a very intellectual person,

so I immediately saw all the logical fallacies in most religions and didn't believe them because of it. I

just assumed it was all wishful thinking. I remember the moment I realized I didn't believe in god... I

was 5 or 6 years old and caught my mother pretending to be the tooth fairy. I realized that it was all

made up and thought god must be as well. The same applied to the idea of extra-terrestrials /

extra-dimensionals visiting us in the past/present... Why the heck wouldn't they just come out and

communicate with us if they were visiting us? To be honest, I never really gave it hardly any

thought. I was just of the currently common mindset of scientifically minded atheists and assumed

there was most likely plant / animal life on other planets hundreds of lightyears away at minimum

and there certainly wasn't any self-aware life anywhere near us, otherwise we would be picking up

radio signals from them.Leading up to what I refer to as my 'awakening', I was extremely depressed

and was pretty close to dying of it. I wasn't happy with my life at all and was deeply disturbed by all

the pain and suffering I saw in the world. I started philosophically seeking to understand my

existence. Why am I looking out of these two eyes? Why do I have this perspective? I was so

depressed that I started a whimsical google search wondering if there was any scientific validity to

the December 2012 phenomenon. I thought to myself "maybe there will be a solar flare that will wipe

us all out, then at least I won't have to die alone".It was at this point I stumbled on the Law of One

books (the Ra Material). I wasn't searching for more than a few minutes. I thought to myself, "what

the hell is the crazy nonsense? Who actually believes they could telepathically talk to aliens?" I



noticed it was an actual transcript of the dialog between a questioner and the supposed

extra-dimensional being. I decided to read a bit of it so I could literally laugh at it and all the idiots

who read it.Once I started reading, it wasn't at all what I had expected. I was expecting

gobbledygook but found it surprisingly logically coherent. My whole life, I had always tried to see the

extremely large patterns of how society, civilization, the world, and the universe works. I would study

one system (such as religion) and find glaring logical holes in it. I mostly believed the current

atheist-scientific outlook but always found the scope to be a little too small. It just didn't account for

everything. As I read the Law of One books, I pieced together a humongous gestalt puzzle that was

larger than any viewpoint held by science or religion. Once most of the logical puzzle was put

together in my mind, it explained much more than science or religion ever was able to with virtually

no logical inconsistencies.It took me months of digesting the material and warring with my old

beliefs and ideals, but my new belief superseded my old beliefs and doubts. I couldn't ignore what I

had learned. The biggest thing I had to get past was my atheism. But the whole thing only made

sense if there was an omniscient, omnipotent, omnipresent, infinite consciousness at the core of it

all. After about 6 months of contemplation, I just told myself I had to accept it or abandon the whole

concept. I couldn't just forget it because there was an unbelievable number of 'ah-ha!' moments

throughout reading the material and it just explained too much of how life works.I still don't

necessarily believe that at the core of this Creation there is some anthropomorphous God with a

white beard in white robes sitting on a cloud somewhere that judges anyone. In fact, what I believe

that the Infinite Creator / Source has no experience of Itself without us. I believe there is a whole

host of different entities / people at extremely different levels existence. What we experience here

on Earth is just one specific type of experience, which includes a forgetting of Who and What we

are.The comedian Bill Hicks summed it up in a nutshell quite adeptly: "Today, a young man on acid

realized that all matter is merely energy condensed to a slow vibration. That we are all one

consciousness experiencing itself subjectively. There is no such thing as death, life is only a dream

and we're the imagination of ourselves".So to say these books were life-altering would be an

understatement. I cannot recommend them enough.

Amazing read. Definitely felt like ive found what ive been looking for. I think people should be

required to read this in school

Really good book with a lot of interesting material. I highly recommend to people who are inquisitive,

have an open mind and wonder if there might just be more 'out there' for us to discover.



This ranks at the top of the most amazing series of books I have ever read. It fills in some gaps on

contradicting Bible philosophies in which I struggled to understand and brings meaning to life. I also

read all the books by Zecharia Sitchin, but this book renewed my hope in life's purpose.

Great reading. The information presented in the book is very interesting. It is good to have some

insight even though it has been 30 years ago. I guess we will see if it pans out.

One of the greatest spiritual book I have ever read. If anyone would like to take the next giant step

in his/her spiritual evolution, this is the book to read. Fascinating....

Every person on the planet needs ro read this book.
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